Introduction
*****
On the Kuma\War web-site, one sees the tagline 'Kurna Reality Games -TV for a Generation Raised on Games'; however, a somewhat contradictory, though nonetheless ironic, rebuffing of 'reality' appears on its 'Legal' information page: 'Kurna games are works of fiction. Any Kuma game that is based on real-world events is only representational and not an accurate depiction of real-world events.' 1 Despite this discrepancy in the use of the term -or, rather, the idea of -realism, Kuma\War maintains its painstaking recreation of actual Operation Iraqi Freedom missions, which one can 'join' and play in chronological order. The action can begin with the raid on Baghdad, continue with the capture of Saddam Hussein, move to such cities as Sadr, and, more recently, can include such scenarios as the 'Abu Ghraib Mission'.2 Some four years after the onset of tJ1e war in Iraq, the April 2, 2007 In contrast, Desert Storm, seen in millions of living rooms in what became known as the 'CNN Effect', ended almost as abruptly as it started, providing little time for narratives to emerge during combat. 8 Those who chose to watch the war likely have formed their mostly positive opinfons of it from CNN and other network coverage that showed images of American dominance and victory instead of carnage and destruction -a point that the movie Three Kings examines in trenchant detail in 1998, some seven years after the war's conclusion. The war itself, defined by the Bush Administration's carefully mass-mediated tcnns, ultimately served as a means for the administration to revitalize the American public's zest for warto portray the American warrior as heroic and to put to rest the demons of that 'other' war, Vietnam. It would in fact end the Vietnam Syndrome, as Bush, Sr., infamously proclaimed. Immediate access to myriad fom,s of war narratives and information, through traditional embedded reporting, alternative new sources, and especially through biogs, allow Americans to challenge the administration's positive/winning proclamation by affording Americans numerous and often contradictory ways to form attitudes about lraqi Freedom. Serving as foils to the 'controlled' embedded reporters I mentioned earlier, embedded reporters such a Evan Wright of Rolling Stone and Katherine Skiba of The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, till provide excellent, detailed accounts of combat action, as their published accounts indicate.22 ln addition, these reporters, much as many others do, endured various degrees of harsh conditions, including being near to or immersed in combat and battling the insufferable conditions of tl1c desert. on-embedded reporters and correspondents, such as Martha Raddatz of ABC ews, also offer narratives that are equally as compelling. Raddatz, in The long Road Ho rne: A Sto,y of War and Family, interviews warriors, commanding officers, and both stateside warriors and their family members to provide a detailed account of tlie harrowing battle of Sadr City in 2004. Many alternative news sources, such as tomdispatch.com, can be found on-line, and they regularly provide carefully researched and written counter-arguments to mainstream news coverage -a full list of alternative news sources can be found at www.alternativenews.net or www.vcn.bc.ca/bcla-ip/con:f2002/koep.htm. These publication are prevalent, and they often appear in close temporal proximity to major lraqi Freedom combat events, thus creating a trend that distinguishes this current war from its predecessors, especially Desert Storm.
Without a doubt, Americans see Iraqi Freedom through cow1tless, and often alarming and somewhat dubious, journalistic images such as those from Abu Ghraib as well as the felling of Saddam's statue (itself staged, incidentally or not, as a public 'lynching'), which is examined as yet another
Along the e lines, warrior biogs have challenged not only the Bush Administration's portrayal of fraqi Freedom but al o the post-9/1 l media's role in war correspondence. Warrior biogs are uot unlike 'underground' publications such as Vietnam GI. This newspaper stemmed from the communication between and organization of Vietnam soldiers, many of whom wanted to express their disdain for the war and the way it was reported as well as their disdain for their commanders and the American governroent. 23 See D Kellner, The Persian Gulf TV War, Westview Press, Boulder, 1992, and P Taylor, War and Company C (1978) . 13 See S Aloisi', "Redacted' stuns Venice'. Reuters.com, 31 August 2007 , accessed 31 August 2007 ---
